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Visiting Aboriginal Australia
ST EPHE N MUECKE
the content of an idea matters a little less than the way it is put into practice. 1
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Not enough imagination has gone into the different m odalities of situatedness-indisplacem ent. 2

1. In the bath
W hen I arrived in Perth, in 1974, for m y ® rst job teaching linguistics in the
Anthrop ology Departm ent at the University of W estern Australia, I was advised
to consult with `Prof’ before heading north to do `® eld-work’ . A venerable and
benevolent ® gure in his study, puf® ng his pipe, he ordered tea and then issued
m e with two prohib itions to equip m e in the ® eld. `Don’ t have anything to do
with Aboriginal women,’ he said, `or Aboriginal politics.’ I was embarrassed, for
only the other night I had been in Gloria’ s bath. W hen I had m oved into the
Everett St. ¯ ats, my hot water was out of action, so Gloria, imm ediate neighbour
across the hall, acquaintance and an Aboriginal student at the uni, had invited me
to use her tub. She was amused, poppin g her head around the door as I enjoyed
the bubble bath, offering a towel, and then a bit later, `W ould you like a
Martini?’
Now of course I could understand that this was not quite the sam e thing as
a professional relationship `in the ® eld’ with real `inform ants’ . And when later
I was equipping m yself materially for the trip in the Anthropology storeroom s
and found blocks of chewing tobacco along with tents and cam p stretchers, I
knew that I was dealing with a different category of people, with whom
`professional relationship’ would not m ean friendship, however intimate, but
rather a perm anent subaltern status for which chewing tobacco was an emblem
in a prim itive econom y. Let us not be m istaken; there have often been cases of
sex getting in the way of work; and a previous researcher in the departm ent had
had quite a com plicated life up in Broom e. I later looked up his thesis searching,
I confess, m ore for personal and domestic detail than inform ation about
Broome’ s social structure in the 1970s .
A sea-change was happening in the hum anities, I had intuitions born of m y
tim e in France in 1968; paradigm s were groaning and shifting. The intellectual
distance m arked by the knowing subject and the object of knowledge was about
to be broached from m ultiple directions: indigenous knowledges were starting to
assum e overt agency in the determ inations of research agendas; the subjectivity
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or identity of the academ ic researcher was challenged and was leading to
self-re¯ exivity, narrativisation and negotiation of one’ s speaking position: real
friendships were beginning to count m ore; urgent Aboriginal political agendas
were installing themselves in the quid pro quo of ® eldwork relations, so that the
exchange of knowledge for chewing tobacco was exposed as laughably trivial.
Anthrop ologically inspired protectionist and preservationist strategies were now
less relevant as key Aboriginal professionals and activists, like Gloria Brennan,
were emerging and asserting self-determination.
My response to these intuitions and events was at ® rst form alist, and later
som ewhat poetic. Linguistic form alism had, like anthropological structuralism ,
used form as a pretext for dem ocratisation. It taught that any language was as
com plex as any other, that none was m ore advanced, that each was evidence of
sophisticated humanity. So in the m id-1970s my work on Aboriginal English had
to work against entrenched assum ptions about the `worthlessness’ of Aboriginal
English, a pidgin language, on the way to becom ing a creole. These assumptions
were present among, for instance, prim ary school teachers in the Kimberley, who
had never been taught about the (m ulti-)linguistic background of Aboriginal
children. To them the `funn y talk’ of such children would therefore tend to be
understood as part and parcel of racial inadequacy in a social Darwinist
framework. Language was in place as one of the barriers that sustained racial
segregation in this frontier society. I realised that I was observing a totalitarian
situation: a kid speaking Aboriginal English could not escape, for instance, by
walking into town and getting a job like white people.
The problem posed by such a totalitarian situation is one of understanding.
How can one com e to term s with the enorm ity of it all, the total subjugation of
a race? One can yearn, now, to have been a Henry Reynolds avant la lettre, and
to have seen this situation as thrown up by historical forces. But m y understanding was both enabled and restricted in the ® rst instance by the objectivity offered
by formalism , as if by putting this language on an even footing with that
language would dem onstrate, via description, their equality, and by extension,
the equality of their speakers. How lim ited this understanding was, and how
arrogantly it assum ed the power of science to change attitudes by decree!
2. In the m iddle of the story
W hat was needed was a m ore com plex story. But who was to tell it, and how?
I had set myself the task of collecting stories in Aboriginal English which, for
the purposes of doctoral study, I would analyse according to a narratology
com bining systemic-functional clause level gramm ar with a broader gram mar of
story `events’ and `participants’ arranged in sequences. This all went very well,
but at the end of the process I came to understand that there is another stratum
of material making up a story that cuts across formal categories. This stratum ,
com posed of cultural m aterial, is best though t of as `statements’ (de® ned either
as eÂ
nonceÂs, in the Foucauldian sense, or in a m ore m undane sense akin to
`m aking a statement’ in a police station, as if your freedom depends on what you
say). The idea of a story m aking a statement implies contingency, singularity and
rarity, because the story is responding to the real experience of the narrator, and
50
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is designed to m ake that experience relevant to the listener in the circum stances
of telling. The story has the `point’ of relating what `they were doing then’ to
what `we are doing now’ , not with a locked-in determinism , but with the `room
for m anoeuvre’ that encourages the play of interpretation in the enchanted mind
of the listener. 3
So I transcribed the wonderf ul stories of Paddy Roe with a technique imitative
of the spoken word, reprod ucing rhythms, emphasis and context:
So we gettin’ ready to go you know we started off `boutÐ
from here to the buildingÐ
old wom an, m y old wom an get sickÐ
`Oh,’ he tell me, `I get sick little bit’ Ð
(Soft) `Oh, what wrong?’ I sayÐ
`I dunno,’ he say, `must be that honey, w aladja’ Ð (Benterrak, p 130) 4

Paddy Roe’ s story of the onset of his wife’ s ® rst pregnancy is told in a very
speci® c cultural and political context. Cultural because it is about a `conception
dream ing’ ; the daughter will be born `as a stingray’ ; and political because this
dream ing will attem pt to establish the daughter’ s custodianship of that country
in the context of actual Broom e land-rights claim s and counter-claim s. It is told
with sensitivity (the softening of the voice expressive of husbandly concern) and
the phrase `from here to the buildingÐ ` relates our storytelling situation to the
spatiality of the events of som e 50 years before. The listener’ s attention is thus
solicited; the modulation of speech and pause, volume, repetition and reference
weaves an enchantment.
I was recently accused in this of `staging an Aboriginal side-show for [m y]
own bene® t’ because I juxtaposed my texts to Paddy Roe’ s in a book with three
authors.5 But I think this `giving voice’ in Australian literature to an Aboriginal
m an was a response to the traditional anthropological strategies of sim ply taking
knowledge without attribution to any individual; to practices of paraphrase and
radical summ ary, to practices of handing out a few sticks of chewing tobacco in
exchange for m any hours of `inform antsº work. My work with Paddy Roe was
the ® rst tim e to m y knowledge that an Aboriginal research associate had been
attributed joint authorship in an academ ic work, and given an equal share of the
royalties. 6 My reading of Foucault had also given me a fascination with the rarity
and historical contingency of possible statem ents. I stated early in the book that:
Paddy Roe’ s texts can be read independently (and must be read) as paradoxically
included in the book , and thus incorporated in the broader culture, but extending
before and beyond the covers (already crossing the country before the book was
though t of), one word after the other like footsteps: lively spoken words. These are
the words which m ost clearly and consistently tell of the country. They are set in
the context of a Babel of other voicesÐ writingsÐ from the past and present which
clam our around and are, in contrast, quite ephemeral. Restricted to particular
historical periods, they are the other discourses on the country. There will be m ore
to com e, following in Paddy Roe’ s footsteps, or ignoring them. But one ignores the
local guide at one’ s own peril, for he is telling us how to survive in this country,
and survival depends not just on the right sort of physical treatment of the country,
but also on what one says about it, writes about it, and the images one makes of
it.7
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Reading the Country was subtitled Introduction to Nomadolog y. The `nom adological’ principle, borro wed both from Deleuze and Guattari and the Kimberley
people with whom I was talking, was one of deferred authorityÐ `ask that
oldfella’ was what one would often hear. The relation between m y text and
Paddy Roe’ s was not hermeneutic, there was no pre-given theoretical relation
and the book both problematised the status of `writing’ and signalled with the
author’ s nam e his legal rights to what he was saying. If this was an instance of
a kind of postmodernism , then it was designed to be of an ethically driven sort.
In it I spoke of `nomadic writing’ as a m etaphor; it was about the deferral of
authority and the metonymy of desire; I was at pains to point out that I did not
think any society is actually `nom adic’ . So, in defending the book Paddy Roe
entrusted me to create with him, I can’ t help thinking of him , now, in Broom e,
in his frail old age. W hatever the ambiguities and injustices of `speaking for’
him are, I am sure that the politics of cultural survival, that is survival into
historical recognition, involves a bit of a struggle. This struggle is not between,
say, cultural studies and anthropology, arguing which theory is best for indigenous peoples. It is not a question of getting the theory right (m illions of
indigenous people are no doubt indifferent). It is a question of reserving a place
at the negotiating table and then listening. Reading the Country created such a
place in the domain of Australian literature for Paddy Roe, and the book is an
archive of his words, m aps and images m ore than it is an application of any sort
of theory.
This kind of writing, in the encounter with other cultures, was one that also
left spaces, sometim es literally in the text as indications of the unsaid or the
not-yet-understood. It is consonant with what Kathleen Stewart in her excellent
work of `new ethnography’ , calls `a space on the side of the road’ .8 This, both
for the W est Virginians and the writer, is a narrative space in which culture ® lls
out its potential and imagination, m aterialised as sites of cultural singularity and
local knowledge, yet in m ovem ent, for the road is always a medium for getting
along. It is the `room for m anoeuvre’ or the always-another-chair-at-the-table
principle that enables negotiation in and throug h storytelling.
3. Training the im agination
Hannah Arendt has a useful m etaphor for training the philosophical imagination:
`thinking without a banister’ .9 Banisters are virtual support s, they guide one’ s
m ovement up the stairs even though one is perfectly capable of m ounting the
stairs without them . Pulling the banisters out of one’ s thinking is a way of
rem oving ingrained though t patterns, which impede not only the ability to see
things afresh, but to experience them afresh and tell new stories about them. In
m y work in Aboriginal Australia, I have no recollection of any banisters: their
literal absence makes me want to translate the m etaphor, and there the notion of
ascent or transcendence was not a m etaphor for enlightenm ent either. More
often, on the road, the road itself was a kind of banister, for in Aboriginal
Australia there are tracks. Roads are for transport and progre ss, tracks represent
traditional m ovem ent of people criss-crossing the country. To know the tracks
and the sites they connect remains special local knowledge.
52
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The researcher, someone like m yself going around asking about stories, is a
visitor in Aboriginal country, and visiting protocols apply. W e have been trained
from an early age to be on our best behaviour when visiting. We wait patiently
and listen until we are invited to do som ething, and yet at the sam e tim e we are
alertÐ not for danger because as visitors our hosts have offered us sanctuary and
they are conscious of their responsibility to look after usÐ for the cultural gifts
that we will take away in the form of stories.
Visitors are traders in stories, and visiting is a process that enhances the
imagination (story-like in its own movement of anticipation, encounter,
exchange, return). Seeing oneself as a visitor on the lookou t for stories is a quite
different thing from being a researcher equipped with theories. As Lisa Disch,
com m entator on Arendt says:
A well crafted story shares with the most elegant theories the ability to bring to light
a version of the world that so transforms the way people see that it seem s never to
have been otherwise. 10

The experience of being a visitor, or `training the imagination to go visiting’ , is
one of imagining oneself in the place of the other while remaining oneself. 11
Both Arendt and her com mentator allow, I think, for a plurality of selves as well
as a plurality of others, for the most important thing is to be in a position to be
able to produc e political judgements which work rhetorically. So since `the ® rst
concern of political judgement is not to safeguard the integrity of a single actor
but to articulate a principle that others would be inspired to take up’ ,12 this would
m ean that political judgement will not be based in tim eless and universal abstract
arguments, but would assure their contingency by showing how these judgem ents grew out of particular experiences. A story, says Disch `can represent a
dilem ma as contingent and unprecedented and position its audience to think from
within that dilem ma’ .13 The weaving of the speci® c with the general is a familiar
rhetorical strategy, and a way of making a convincing argum ent while telling a
good story at the sam e tim e.
In the speci® c encounter between academ ic±non-academ ic discourses, where
writers decide that `this goes with that’ for whatever reason, then it would seem
reasonable to tell stories from the academic side of experience that established
the conditions under which a certain sort of academ ic knowledge was deem ed
useful in non-academ ic settings and vice-versa: how experiences `out there’
cam e to reform the discipline. Visiting then is clearly a two-way road:
Visiting involves constructing stories of an event from each of the plurality of
objectives that might have an interest in telling it and im aging how I would respond
as a character in a story very different from m y ow n. It is a kind of representation
that arrives at the general through the particular ¼ Visiting should be distinguished
on the one hand from the abstract generality of Kant’ s account of taste, which is a
kind of tourism that preserves a spectatorial distance, and from the immediacy
of em pathy on the other, which is a kind of assimilationism. In order to tell
yourself the story of an event from an unfamiliar standpoint, you have to position
yourself there as yourself. 14

Speaking as myself, and as an Australian, there is something of a dilem m a in
visiting others within my own country. Aboriginal people have been playing host
53
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to a lot of visitors over the years, going backwards and forwards with changing
stories about what they experience in Aboriginal country. The paradox of
`visiting Aboriginal Australia’ concerns the unresolved political question
of `them ’ and `us’ . At what level are we the same people within a nation? Could
we embrace each other in a sym bolic elimination of difference in som e
nationalist ceremony? And continue the visiting process at a more mundane and
cultural level, even next door to take a bath, so that narratives of difference will
be the vehicles for greater understanding?
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